
PERMA RIGID DOCK SHELTER 

Collapsible “X” Frame Dock Shelter 

Perma Collapsible X Frame Dock Shelter   
is comprised of a spring loaded tubular    

steel frame and can accommodate various 
trucks regardless of dock door size or    

bumper projection.  

FEATURES: 

 Spring loaded “X” frame design for heavy

duty applications

 Positive weather protection for reduced

energy cost, loading dock safety and
product protection

 Provides full width access to trailer opening

when loading and unloading

 Industrial grade fabrics for long term

durability

 Wear face provides extra layers of fabric

in critical contract areas

 No steel bumpers required
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Perma Tech Inc. 
“Your Single Source for ALL Your Loading Dock Needs” 

SALES & SERVICE BY: 



PERMA COLLASPIBLE X  FRAME SHELTER 

The Perma Collapsible X-Frame Dock Shelter is comprised of a spring-loaded tubular steel frame and can accommodate 
various trucks regardless of dock door size or bumper projection. The X frame designed to withstand off centered trailers   
without suffering permanent damage.  

Perma Tech offers a wide variety of dock shelter cover fabrics and unit sizes to custom build a shelter suitable for even the 
heaviest traffic  application to meet your requirements. All lumber frames are pressure treated, Scotch-ply fiberglass stays 
sewn into the face curtains plus a foam edge on both vertical side curtains maintain constant pressure against the truck for 
positive weather protection. Light transmitting panels on the top and side frames permit good visibility for safe loading. Perma 
Pleats on the head curtain and extra wear areas on the side curtains add durability at the critical truck contact points. Years    
of experience result in the proven craftsmanship and quality construction, giving you the best value for your investment.

FEATURES AND OPTIONS 

HEAD FRAME: 
Tubular steel frame and flat header covered with translucent 
vinyl fabric to allow for a lighted loading area.  A 1.5 inch 
square steel tube top frame connects the side “X” frames at 
the front of the unit. A 2 x 4 inch treated wood mounting 
board connects the side “X” frames at the back. 

HEAD CURTAIN: 
Choice of many heavy duty fabric that include fiberglass 
stays and   Perma wear flaps on the corners of the curtain. 

SIDE FRAME: 
Spring loaded, 1.5 inch square steel tube “X” frames are 
secured to pressure treated 2 x 6 inch mounting boards. 

SIDE CURTAINS: 
Side curtains are made with matching fabric with fiberglass 
stays and extra wear areas on the bottom curtains at critical 
truck contact points. 

FOAM EDGE: 
Fabric covered foam strip on leading edge of side curtains 
for a snug fit against trailer sides. 

YELLOW GUIDE PATCH: 
18oz yellow  guide patch that is 12” tall and are placed 9 ft. 
on center for accurate truck positioning. 

BOTTOM DRAFT CUSHIONS: 
Designed for an improved seal at the bottom of the shelter 
behind the side curtains. Independent of the side curtains  
for easy and economical replacement. 

DECLINE OR INCLINE: 
Tapered dock shelter projections are available to 
accommodate inclined or declined approaches. 

LIMIT STOPS: 
Steel I beams bumpers to protect the truck from  damaging 
the shelter. (Optional) 

  Inside view of  the X frame with bottom draft cushion. 

Our Commitment to Our Customers: 
Perma Tech, grounded in superior craftsmanship 
and committed to the highest level of customer   
satisfaction, designs and manufactures high quality, 
innovative loading dock products for our business 
partners that improve safety, productivity, and   
energy savings. 


